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ARTICLE

Feature-based product modelling: an ontological approach
Emilio M. Sanfilippo a

aEcole Centrale de Nantes – Laboratoire des Sciences du Numrique (LS2N), UMR CNRS 6004, Nantes, France

ABSTRACT
Feature-based modelling is the leading approach for computer-based product design. The develop-
ment of knowledge-based information systems brought to represent features in formalised ontologies.
The lack of a clear ontological analysis of how features are understood in engineering led to formal
models that treat features in an ambiguous manner, or reduce them to pure geometric elements. The
purpose of the paper is to present a modular ontological architecture to support the explicit and
machine treatment of features’ semantic. Differently from the state of art, we provide a general
framework where features are contextualised within a larger system for product knowledge representa-
tion. We focus on the fundamental (ontological) properties that features satisfy independently from
specific applications and contexts of usage. The paper presents modelling case studies where the
proposed ontologies are used to represent and (automatically) reason over product knowledge, and to
analyse, compare, and integrate existing features classifications.
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1. Introduction

Product knowledge representation and data management are
knowledge intensive tasks carried out by means of computer
systems, which allow experts to represent, share, and possibly
integrate disparate quantitative and qualitative models.
Feature-based modelling is the leading approach in these con-
texts, because of its capability to enrich Computer-Aided (CAx)
models with information concerning modelling intents (Zhang
et al. 2017; Ma, Chen, and Thimm 2008). A designer, for
example, may want to declare a hole as being functional in
the context of a product. This may be done by modelling the
hole as a functional feature, that is, by characterising it by
functional information. Differently, a manufacturer may be
interested in the processes to be performed to realise the
hole. In this sense, the hole is a manufacturing feature char-
acterised, e.g. by machining information. Features can be thus
used to represent multiple perspectives, and to support the
integration of different stages of the product lifecycle
(Chungoora, Canciglieri, and Young 2010).

Traditionally, features are represented via object-oriented
methods for information management (see, e.g. Nasr and
Kamrani 2007; Ma, Chen, and Thimm 2008). Nowadays the use
of advanced computer systems calls for computational models
with formal semantic to provide rigorous methods to share,
integrate, and reason over heterogeneous data and knowledge
in a way that is both transparent to experts and accessible to
automated reasoners (El Kadiri and Kiritsis 2015; Chandrasegaran
et al. 2013). This requirement brought to the application of
knowledge engineering approaches and technologies, above all
the exploitation of ontologies (Guarino, Oberle, and Staab 2009).

Despite relevant works, the development of feature-based
ontologies has not been supported by a systematic approach

or by an exploration of the various alternatives by which features
can be interpreted and represented in computational terms. As a
consequence, at the current state of art, it is unclear what fea-
tures are with respect to a general conceptualisation of the
engineering domain (Sanfilippo and Borgo 2016).

The purpose of the presented work is twofold. First, to
analyse the notion of feature by means of ontology modelling
principles (Guarino and Welty 2009). The goal is to understand
what features are in a manner that is coherent with engineer-
ing knowledge and is contextualised within a larger knowl-
edge representation framework. Second, on the basis of the
analysis, to provide a representation of feature-based knowl-
edge that is independent from specific application require-
ments and is therefore reusable. Differently from previous
works we do not focus on algorithmic procedures or program-
ming rules to recognise or specify features (see, e.g. Zhou et al.
2007; Zhang et al. 2017). We rather focus on the ontological
properties by which features are characterised, and provide a
logical representation to handle them in a machine-processa-
ble manner. Hence, the aim is not to present an ontology that
axiomatises the features used in specific CAx systems. Rather,
we set up an ontology that can be extended to meet specific
application requirements.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide
an overview of current approaches concerning feature knowl-
edge representation by addressing their merits and limits. In
Section 3 and Section 4 we present a modular ontology that is
specifically targeted on the representation of features. The
design principles behind the ontology are discussed together
with an overview of some axioms. Section 5 provides a case
study where the ontology is used to analyse, compare, refac-
tor, and integrate existing features classifications. In the con-
cluding section (Section 6) we highlight the differences and
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benefits of our approach when compared with the literature.
We also address the limits of the proposed ontology and open
the way to future work. The Appendix shows how the ontol-
ogy can be adopted to represent product and features knowl-
edge, and to (logically) reason over it.

2. Feature-based information modelling: an
overview

From the very beginning of feature-based approaches, features
have been conceived in tight connection with cognitive phe-
nomena and the need of abstracting from pure geometry in the
practise of CAx-driven product development. In their seminal
work, Shah and Mäntylä state that ‘[. . .] features are stereotypical
knowledge structures embedded in cognitive processes in
design, analysis, planning, and all other engineering activities
[. . .]’ (Shah and Mäntylä 1995, p.13). Along the same line,
Brunetti and Grimm (Brunetti and Grimm 2005) claim that ‘[t]he
intention of introducing feature technology is to enrich CAx
systems with knowledge structures similar to those used in
human cognition to provide an additional layer of information
making those systems more useful for design and to integrate
design with downstream applications in the product life cycle,
e.g. analysis, assembly, manufacturing, maintenance, recycling’.

These views are continuously recalled in the literature; e.g. a
feature as ‘the engineering significance of the geometry of a part’
(Wingård 1991), ‘a region of interest in a part model’ (Bronsvoort
and Jansen 1993), ‘anything having a particular attribute of
interest’ (Usman et al. 2013). Expressions like ‘engineering sig-
nificance of the geometry of a part’ or ‘region of interest’ mean
that features represent technical knowledge in a manner that
reflects experts’ intents at a more abstract level than geometry.
More explicitly, Rossignac (Rossignac 1990) introduces the
notion of intentional feature as ‘an abstraction of geometric
elements’.

Despite their role, the adoption of feature-based
approaches is hampered by the lack of transparent formal
models to unambiguously represent, share, compare, and
possibly integrate feature knowledge and data across commu-
nities and applications in a way that makes explicit and pre-
serves experts’ intents (Sanfilippo and Borgo 2016).

First, features are mostly used as CAx elements to enhance
products’ specifications. On the other hand, they are also
understood as physical entities in space and time related to
individual products. Shah and Mäntylä, for example, under-
stand features as ‘physical constituent[s] of a part’ (Shah and
Mäntylä 1995, p.97). However, they also add that features are
information clusters relevant to embed design intents into
geometric models (Shah and Mäntylä 1995, p.10). In this
way, they muddle the distinction between the physical and
the information levels of feature modelling.

Second, although the emphasis of feature-based approaches
is to abstract from geometric representations, features are
commonly reduced to geometric specifications (see, e.g. Zhou
et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2016; Tang, Chen, and Ma 2013; Gupta
and Gurumoorthy 2013). From this perspective one has to keep
in mind that geometric formalisms do not allow for the explicit
embedding of design intents into product models, e.g. func-
tional or manufacturing intents (Guarino, Borgo, and Masolo

1997; Sanfilippo et al. 2017). This means that when features are
reduced to geometric elements, they cannot be used to model
the ‘engineering significance’ of products, to rephrase (Wingård
1991). For example, geometry is not suited to represent a slot
feature as an entity that is intentionally designed with a func-
tionality, or a protrusion as being made of the same material of
the product to which it is related.

To overcome these limitations different communities have
been investigating the exploitation of ontologies. As knowl-
edge models with formal semantics, the core purposes of
ontologies for product modelling are (at least) three
(Chandrasegaran et al. 2013; El Kadiri and Kiritsis 2015). First,
to represent experts’ knowledge in a way that is transparent to
third parties and is accessible to automated agents. Second, to
disambiguate the meaning of the vocabulary used to organise
and share data across information systems. Third, to allow
machines to reason over knowledge and data in order to
infer new facts over the stated axioms.

Unfortunately, the development of ontologies for feature-
based product modelling is seldom guided by principled meth-
odologies. As a result existing ontologies reckon on specific
application requirements and are scarcely reusable without
heavy re-engineering processes (see Section 5). Additionally
ontologies for product modelling are commonly developed by
translating engineering standards from their native specifica-
tions into logical languages (see, e.g. Barbau et al. 2012;
Pauwels and Terkaj 2016) without investigating whether their
conceptual and formal architectures are suited for ontological
modelling.1 The notion of machining feature in STEP-224 (ISO
10303 2006), for example, is ambiguous, since it refers to both a
negative volume (void space) in a workpiece and the material
removed for its creation. The encoding of STEP-224 in a language
for ontology design does not help in solving the problem,
whereas the two meanings of machining feature (negative
volume vs. removed material) need to be clearly distinguished
to foster the transparency of the data compliant with STEP.

In the next sections we introduce a modular ontology to
overcome the issues identified through this section. In particu-
lar, Section 3 presents the Lightweight Upper Level Ontology
(LUPO). This is extended in Section 4 to cover product-related
notions resulting in the so-called Feature-based Product
Ontology (FPRO). Both LUPO and FPRO are formalised in the
Web Ontology Language (OWL) (W3C 2009), the W3C standard
for Semantic Web ontologies. Recall that OWL is combined with
Description Logics (Baader et al. 2003) to handle knowledge in
a tractable manner, hence to allow for consistency checking,
reasoning, and query answering procedures. The ontologies are
developed by means of Protégé (version 5.2.0)2 and checked
against consistency with the HermiT reasoner (version 1.3.8). By
means of the importing functionality of Protégé, FPRO is
designed by importing LUPO and extending it with new classes,
relations, and axioms. For reasons of space we do not show the
entire axiomatisation of the ontologies; the reader can refer to
the available OWL files for a detailed overview.3

3. Lightweight upper level ontology

LUPO is an upper-level ontology formalised in OWL hereby
proposed as general semantic umbrella to support the
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development and harmonisation of domain and application
ontologies. As we will see, the ontology is based on already
existing resources, which are re-adapted for our purposes.
Figure 1 shows the taxonomy of LUPO in the Unified Modelling
Language (UML) notation.

The high-level distinction between materials, objects, pro-
cesses, and qualities is based on (the core release of) the DOLCE
ontology (Borgo and Masolo 2013), which has been already
used for knowledge representation in design and manufactur-
ing (see, e.g. Borgo and Leitao 2007; Solano, Romero, and
Rosado 2016). These distinctions are also found in domain
ontologies for product modelling (see, e.g. Štorga, Andreasen,
and Marjanovic 2010; Usman et al. 2013; Fenves et al. 2008).

Qualities represent characteristics, e.g. the weight, shape, or
space location of a driller, or the duration of a drilling opera-
tion. They are dependent entities in the sense that they must
qualify other, non-quality entities in order to exist. For exam-
ple, there cannot be a particular weight-quality q1 on its own;
in order to exist q1 has to be the weight of, e.g. driller dm1 .
Following (Rijgersberg, van Assem, and Top 2013; Borgo and
Masolo 2013), we assume that a quality cannot qualify multi-
ple entities, e.g. q1 can characterise only dm1 . Consider now
the drilling machine dm2 (with dm2�dm1); dm2 bears its own
weight-quality q2 so that q1�q2 . Different qualities can how-
ever have the same value; e.g. both dm1 and dm2 are 5 kg
heavy, namely, their qualities, q1 and q2, have the same value
which is measured with the same measurement scale. The
distinction between qualities and their values is useful to
model the fact that qualities can undergo value changes, as
well as the fact that a value can be provided according to
diverse (and possibly comparable) measurement systems.

The specification of qualities in LUPO, in particular the
distinction between qualities, values, and measurement scales
is based on the Ontology of Units of Measure and Related
Concepts (Rijgersberg, van Assem, and Top 2013). By (Ax1),
qualities characterise (QUALITYOF)4 only objects, processes, or
materials. The cardinality restriction attached to QUALITYOF is

exactly1 meaning that each instance of QUALITY characterises
only one individual entity.

Ax1 Class: QUALITY

SubClassOf
QUALITYOF only (OBJECT or PROCESS or MATERIAL)
QUALITYOF exactly1 (OBJECT or PROCESS or MATERIAL),

The (data property) relation hasNumericalValue and the
(object) relation hasUnit, which are both imported with their
native URIs from Rijgersberg, van Assem, and Top (2013) can
be used to specify the value and measurement unit of quali-
ties, respectively. The range of the former relation can be thus
an integer or a float, among others, whereas the range of the
latter is an instance of the UNIT class, e.g. Kilogram for weight
qualities.5 For instance, (f1) – (f2)6 represent the weight-quali-
ties q1 and q2 characterising (the drillers) dm1 and dm2,
respectively, such that q1 and q2 have numerical value 5 and
measurement unit Kilogram, i.e. they have a value of 5 kg.

In formulas (f1) – (f2), WEIGHTQUALITY stands for a subclass of
QUALITY like SPATIALQUALITY and TEMPORALQUALITY in Figure 1,
representing spatial and temporal locations, respectively.
Specific quality kinds can be introduced according to appli-
cation requirements, e.g. by importing classes from
Rijgersberg, van Assem, and Top (2013) under the basic
taxonomy of LUPO.

Figure 1. Taxonomy of LUPO.

f1 Individual : q1
Types

WEIGHTQUALITY

Facts

QUALITYOF dm1

HASNUMERICALVALUE 5
HASUNIT Kilogrom

f2 Individual : q2
Types

WEIGHTQUALITY

Facts

QUALITYOF dm2

HASNUMERICALVALUE 5
HASUNIT Kilogrom

Different From
q1
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Processes are entities that are primarily characterised by
temporal qualities and have objects as participants, see (Ax2).
The relationship of participation (hasParticipant) is the most
general link between processes and objects (or materials); it
can be however extended to cover more specific relations in
the manufacturing domain, e.g. input–output relations in the
spirit of IDEF0.7

Ax2 Class: PROCESS
SubClassOf:

HASPARTICIPANT only (OBJECT or MATERIAL),
HASPARTICIPANT some OBJECT,
HASPARTICIPANT some TEMPORALQUALITY

Moving to objects, by (Def1) we distinguish between the
(disjoint) classes PhysicalObject and NONPHYSICALOBJECT (see
Figure 1), where only instances of the former are located in
space. PHYSICALOBJECT specialises in the partition covering
MATERIALOBJECT and IMMATERIALOBJECT. As the terminology suggests,
differently from the latter, instances of the former are made of
some materials, see (Def2) and (Def3). For example, gear gr is
made of metal ml , differently from the cavity cv in gr , which is
not made of any material; cv is therefore an immaterial object.
As we will see in the next section, the representation of imma-
terial objects is useful to model the difference between additive
and subtractive features.

Def1 Class: OBJECT

Equivalent To:
(PHYSICALOBJECT or NONPHYSICALOBJECT)

Def2 Class: MATERIALOBJECT

Equivalent To:
PHYSICALOBJECT

and (MADEOF Some MATERIAL)
Def3 Class: IMMATERIALOBJECT

Equivalent To:
PHYSICALOBJECT,
and (not (MADEOF some MATERIAL)

The class NONPHYSICALOBJECT is the most general classifier for
objects lacking spatial locations. Among them, information objects
(also called descriptions) refer to the ‘content’ of documents. An
example is the content of aCADmodel representing thegeometric
properties of a certain product. Following the CIDOC ontology
(Crofts et al. 2008), we assume that information objects can be
carried in different supports. For instance, the same CAD informa-
tion object can be carried in two or more STEP files, or paper
sheets. To grasp the fact that an information object can be about
physical entities like products or processes, we distinguish
between OBJECTDESCRIPTION and PROCESSDESCRIPTION as showed in
Figure 1. An example of the former is a CAD information object;

an example of the latter is a process plan. When a specific entity,
e.g. a product, complies with a description, i.e. it complies with the
properties specified in the description; we say that it satisfies the
description.

Table 1 reports the relations used in LUPO. Apart from
hasValue, which – as we saw – is an OWL data property, all the
other ones are OWL object properties. For each relation the table
shows the inverse, when present. When multiple classes appear
in either the domain or range columns, a disjunctive reading is
assumed. Note that the relation of proper part is relevant to
model parthood relations, e.g. a drilling bit that is part of a
driller, or an activity of drilling that is part of a larger manufac-
turing process. From a formal perspective, proper parthood is a
strict order, i.e. it is irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive (Casati
and Varzi 1999). However, given the expressivity of OWL, proper
part is only transitive in LUPO. Following DOLCE (Borgo and
Masolo 2013), we assume that parthood is inter-categorial,
namely, it holds exclusively between the instances of a given
class, namely, between only objects, or processes, or materials,
see (Ax3) – (Ax5). In the case of objects, proper part is further
restricted between either non-physical or physical objects. Also,
axioms (Ax6) – (Ax7) exclude material objects to have immaterial
objects as parts, and vice versa. In the next section, we will see
how proper part is extended to the engineering domain.

Ax3 Class: OBJECT

SubClassOf:
HASPROPERPART only OBJECT

Ax4 Class: MATERIAL

SubClassOf:
HASPROPERPART only MATERIAL

Ax5 Class: PROCESS
SubClassOf:

HASPROPERPART only PROCESS
Ax6 Class: MATERIALOBJECT

SubClassOf:
HASPROPERPART only MATERIALOBJECT

Ax7 Class: IMMATERIALOBJECT

SubClassOf:
HASPROPERPART only IMMATERIALOBJECT

4. Feature-based product ontology

In this section we present the extension of LUPO to the engineer-
ing domain resulting in the FPRO. Since our aim is to lay down
the ontological foundations of feature-based modelling
approaches, we will focus on the representation of features
within a larger system for product knowledge representation.

We first start with the notion of product, which is notor-
iously an ambiguous term due to its various meanings (Borgo

Table 1. Relationships in LUPO.

Relation Domain Range Example

HASQUALITY (QUALITYOF) OBJECT, MATERIAL, PROCESS QUALITY Driller dm has weight-quality q
HASVALUE QUALITY DATATYPE Quality q has value 5 (integer)
HASUNIT QUALITY UNIT Quality q has unit Kilogram
HASPARTICIPANT (PARTICIPATESIN) PROCESS OBJECT, MATERIAL Process p has participant John (object)
HASPROPERPART (PROPERPARTOF) OBJECT, MATERIAL, PROCESS OBJECT, MATERIAL, PROCESS Driller dm has proper part drilling bit b
MADEOF (MAKES) OBJECT MATERIAL Gear gr is made of metal mt
SATISFIES (SATISFIEDBY) OBJECT, MATERIAL, PROCESS, QUALITY INFORMATION OBJECT Gear gr satisfies object description ds

4 E. M. SANFILIPPO



et al. 2014). For our purposes we restrict to the domain of
engineering design and rely on the conceptualisation of pro-
ducts as designed human-made objects. This is a common
view across information modelling resources to refer, for
instance, to machining tools or the items they manufacture
(see, e.g. Usman et al. 2013; Štorga, Andreasen, and Marjanovic
2010; Solano, Romero, and Rosado 2016). In order to facilitate
the reuse of FPRO across engineering domains, Product is
introduced as a primitive class subsumed by PHYSICALOBJECT

that each user can (consistently) characterise according to
specific requirements.

PRODUCT is specialised in MATERIALPRODUCT to cover designed
objects that are made of matter.8 This latter class covers
assembled and non-assembled, hereby called single, products,
see Figure 2.9 As the terminology suggests, differently from
assembled products, single products are not formed by any
other product, namely, they do not have any component, see
(Def4) and (Def5).10 The hasComponent relation used in the
definitions extends hasProperPart (see Table 1) and holds only
between products (or physical features, as we will see). In this
manner we treat the latter as the most general structural rela-
tion, whereas the former can be used in a more specific manner
when the relata are both products (or physical features). This
approach allows to distinguish the notions of having parts and
having components. For example, one may want to talk about
the parts of a screw like the head or body, while treating the
screw as a product with no components (hence, as a single
material product). In this sense the head and body are parts but
not components of the screw.

Def4 Class : SINGLEMATERIALPRODUCT
Equivalent To:
Material Product,
and (not (HASCOMPONENT some PRODUCT))

Def5 Class: ASSEMBLEDMATERIALPRODUCT
EquivalentTo:
MaterialProduct,
and (HASCOMPONENT some PRODUCT),
and (HASCOMPONENT min 2 SINGLEMATERIALPRODUCT)

As said in the previous section, objects may satisfy descrip-
tions. For engineering modelling purposes, it is relevant to
model explicitly the fact that a product complies with a corre-
sponding design. In our ontology this is grasped by the class
TechnicalMaterialProduct.11 By (Def6) its instances satisfy pro-
duct descriptions (information objects) and are created by
creation processes. A detailed representation of manufactur-
ing processes is behind the purposes of this work. A creation
process is (weakly) understood as a process that has objects,

materials, or qualities as outcomes, see (Def7). As it can be
seen for the definition, creation processes do not necessarily
comply with (process) descriptions, hence their outcomes may
not correspond to the desired ones.

Def6 Class : TECHNICALMATERIALPRODUCT
EquivalentTo:

MATERIALPRODUCT,
and (SATISFIES some PRODUCTDESCRIPTION),
and (OUTCOMEOF some CREATIONPROCESS),
and (OUTCOMEOF only CREATIONPROCESS)

Def7 Class : CREATIONPROCESS
EquivalentTo:

Process,
and (HASOUTCOME only (MATERIAL only OBJECT or QUALITY)),
and (HASOUTCOME some (MATERIAL only OBJECT or QUALITY))

We can now move to the representation of features. Recall
from Section 2 that we identified two core interpretations for the
notion of feature, namely, (i) information clusters for embedding
experts’ intents into geometric models, and (ii) (specific types of)
physical entities related to products. Following Sanfilippo and
Borgo (2016), we call information features (I-features) the former,
and physical features (P-features) the latter. The two notions are
strictly related since P-features are meant to satisfy (comply with)
the properties established at the I-feature level. The notions
cannot be however confused: I-features, as Brunetti (2003)
would claim, exist only within product descriptions, whereas
P-features are entities of the physical world. Clearly, given an
I-feature, its corresponding P-feature(s) may not exist, since the
former may not be physically realised. This is common in design
andmanufacturing contexts where the creation of product mod-
els does not always lead to production.

Following this reasoning, Feature is the most general clas-
sifier we use; it is directly subsumed by Object and covers
both PFEATURE and IFEATURE. The latter class is (weakly) charac-
terised as a subclass of OBJECTDESCRIPTION, hence its instances are
information objects; further constraints can be added to grasp
specific knowledge. The former is characterised by (Ax8),
where the relationship featureOf expresses the most general
link associating a feature to a non-feature physical object.
Also, this relation establishes a sort of existential dependency
between P-features and the objects to which they relate.
Accordingly, a P-feature, e.g. a hole or bump, cannot exist if
not related to something which in turn is not a P-feature.12

Note that a similar dependency constraint does not hold for
I-features which can be specified without being related to any
other information object.

Ax8 Class : PFEATURE
SubClassOf:

FEATUREOF only PHYSICALOBJECT,
FEATUREOF some PHYSICALOBJECT,
not (FEATUREOF some PHYSICALFEATURE)

PFEATURE specialises in MATERIALPFEATURE, VOIDPFEATURE,
ELEMENTARYPFEATURE, and COMPOUNDPFEATURE, see the taxonomy in
Figure 3. As we will see, the distinction between the first two
classes is based on material properties, whereas the latter two
classes are distinguished because of their structure.Figure 2. Taxonomy of material product.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING 5



As the labels suggest, MaterialPFeature (e.g. protrusion,
bumps) is used for features that are made of material, differently
from instances of VOIDPFEATURE (holes, steps, pockets, etc.) which
lack material constitution, see (Def8) and (Def9).13 This dichot-
omy reflects the distinction between additive and subtractive
features, respectively, which is common in the literature (Shah
and Mäntylä 1995).14 Because of the formal definitions, OWL
reasoners are able to classify MATERIALPFEATURE and VOIDPFEATURE
as MATERIALOBJECT and IMMATERIALOBJECT, respectively.

Def8 Class : MATERIALPFEATURE
EquivalentTo:
PHYSICALFEATURE
and (MADEOF some MATERIAL)

Def9 Class : VOIDPFEATURE
EquivalentTo:
PHYSICALFEATURE
and PHYSICALOBJECT

and (not (MADEOF some MATERIAL))

The following rule, written in the W3C Semantic Web Rule
Language (SWRL) (Horrocks et al. 2004), is used to increase
the expressivity of the ontology and rule out undesired
interpretations.15

R1 FEATUREOF(?x, ?y), MATERIALPFEATURE(?x) → PROPERPARTOF(?x, ?y)
(if material P-feature x is feature of y, then x is proper part

of y)
First, according to (R1), a material P-feature is proper part of

the object to which it is related via featureOf. Second, we know
from the previous section that the relation of proper parthood is
restricted to either material or immaterial objects, see (Ax7) and
(Ax6). Looking at (R1), this means that the variable y in FEATUREOF

ð?x; ?yÞ refers to amaterial object. Together with the disjointness
axiom between material and immaterial objects (see Figure 1), it
follows that material features cannot be features of immaterial
objects. This is reasonable from both an ontological and an
engineering viewpoint, since a material entity like a protrusion
cannot be the feature of something immaterial. Assessing for-
mulas like (f3) and (f4) would thus generate an inconsistency in
our ontology. Third, given the distinction between the relations
PROPERPARTOF and COMPONENTOF we saw above, a material feature is
proper part of the product to which it relates, although it is not
one of its components. This is reasonable from an engineering

modelling stance, since features do not qualify as products’
components.

f3 Individual: f1
Types:

MATERIALPFEATURE
Facts:

FEATUREOF pob1
f4 Individual : pob1

Types:
IMMATERIALOBJECT

Along the line of (R1), rule (R2) constrains the relations
featureOf and properPartOf in the case of void features.
Accordingly, only when a void feature is feature of an imma-
terial object, it qualifies as proper part of the object.

R2 FEATUREOF (?x, ?y), VOIDPFEATURE (?x), IMMATERIALOBJECT (?y) →
PROPERPARTOF (?x, ?y)

(if void P-feature x is feature of immaterial object y , then x
is proper part of y)

With this machinery at hand we now model the distinc-
tion between elementary and compound features as found in
engineering (Shah and Mäntylä 1995).16 Following
(Bronsvoort and Jansen 1993) elementary features cannot
be further decomposed into simpler features. Differently,
compound features are composed of several features. An
example of the latter is a stepped void-hole resulting from
the aggregation of two concentric (elementary) void-holes.
In our approach, ELEMENTARYPFEATURE is defined as a P-feature
that has no other P-features as components, see (Def10).
Conversely, a compound feature is composed by some
P-features amongst which at least two elementary
P-features (Def11).

Def10 Class : ELEMENTARYPFEATURE
EquivalentTo:

PFEATURE
and (not (HASCOMPONENT some PFEATURE))

Def11 Class : COMPOUNDPFEATURE
EquivalentTo:

PFEATURE
and (HASCOMPONENT some PFEATURE)
and (HASCOMPONENT min2 ELEMENTARYPFEATURE)

Note from Figure 3 that the material and structural char-
acterisations of P-features are not disjoint. Hence, both
characterisations can be (consistently) combined. For exam-
ple, one may want to represent a compound void or mate-
rial P-feature (see Appendix). The ontology has already the
expressivity to represent P-feature compositions with
respect to material and structural properties. Recall that
the relation hasComponent is subsumed by hasProperPart,
hence componenthood is restricted between either material
or immaterial objects, too. Accordingly, material and void
features compose exclusively with material and void fea-
tures, respectively. Following this reasoning, (f5) – (f6) gen-
erate an inconsistency in our ontology, hence they are
ruled out.

Figure 3. Taxonomy of PFEATURE.
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f5 Individual : f1
Types:
MATERIALPFEATURE

Facts:
COMPONENTOF f2

f6 Individual : f2
Types:
VOIDFEATURE

Generalising from both material and structural properties,
(Def12) replaces (Ax8) and defines PFEATURE as being equivalent
to either material or void P-features, elementary or compound
P-features.17 Axiom (hasComponent only PFeature) guarantees
that P-features compose only between them.

Def12 Class : PFEATURE
EquivalentTo:
MATERIALPFEATURE or VOIDPFEATURE,
ELEMENTARYPFEATURE or COMPOUNDPFEATURE

SubClassOf:
FEATURE,
FEATUREOF only PHYSICALOBJECT,
FEATUREOF some PHYSICALOBJECT,
HASCOMPONENT only PFEATURE,
not (FEATUREOF some PFEATURE)

Finally, (R3) and (R4) establish some constraints between
the notion of product, feature, and component. Table 2
reports the relations introduced in FPRO.

R3 PRODUCT(?x), HASCOMPONENT(?x,?y), HASFEATURE(?y,?z) →
HASFEATURE(?x,?z)

(if product x has component y with P-feature z , then z is
feature of x , too)

R4 PRODUCT(?x), HASCOMPONENT(?x,?y),HASFEATURE(?y,?z),
COMPONENTOF(?z,?v) → HASFEATURE(?x,?v)

(if product x has component y with P-feature z such that z
is (feature) component of v , then v is feature of x)

In the next section we will see how both LUPO and FPRO can be
used to analyse, compare, and integrate different features classi-
fications. This will also show how our ontology can be extended
with feature classes that are recurrent in the literature. In the
Appendix sectionwe show the use of the ontologies to represent
products and features, and to reason over them.

5. Analysing and integrating features classifications

Features can be classified according to disparate principles, e.g.
based on geometric and topological constraints (Poldermann
and Horváth 1996; Han 1996; Fontana, Giannini, and Meirana
1999), manufacturing methods of production (Han, Pratt, and
Regli 2000; Case and Wan Harun 2000), or functional properties

(Schulte, Weber, and Stark 1993; van Holland and Bronsvoort
2000), just to mention a few approaches. Also, experts agree
that classifications are hardly exhaustive since feature classes
can be extended and customised to meet contextual require-
ments (Han, Pratt, and Regli 2000).

Multiple classification criteria are useful to embed experts’
intents into feature models. On the other hand, however, by
representing features only with respect to specific perspec-
tives, hence without a broader view on how multiple perspec-
tives integrate, classifications become highly fragmented. The
risk is that, first, each classification remains isolated within its
own contextual assumptions and application goals. Second,
consistency among multiple classifications is not guaranteed,
since their assumptions may clash against each other. Third,
data exchange and interoperability between information sys-
tems and communities is impeded, because the meaning
attached to feature data can significantly vary. To exemplify
the discussion, we consider the taxonomies in Figures 4 and 5,
which are both taken from the literature (Gupta and
Gurumoorthy 2013; Zhang et al. 2017).18

Features are classified in Figure 4 on the basis of geometric
and topological principles. According to its authors (Gupta
and Gurumoorthy 2013), the taxonomy provides a unified
perspective that puts together volumetric, deformation, and
free-form features. The first ones are associated with addition
or subtraction of volume; the second ones are created by
deforming (a part in) a product, and the third ones are
attached to freeform (products’) surfaces typically modelled
with NURBS or similar methods (see, e.g. Fontana, Giannini,
and Meirana 1999; van den Berg, Bronsvoort, and Vergeest
2002). As it can be seen from the figure, apart from the
classification of features like Hole or Protrusion, both
VolumetricFeature and FreeFromSurfaceFeature cover four
types of shape attributes, namely, Blind, Closed, Through,
and DoubleBlind.

Differently from this approach, the classification in Figure 5 is
based on manufacturing principles (Zhang et al. 2017). At the
most general level, MachiningFeature refers to features that are
created by machining processes. The class is extended into
2.5DFeature and 1DFeature to distinguish between features
obtained with different machining techniques. These two
classes are further specialised to cover common examples of
machining features, e.g. ThroughSlot or BlindHole, which are
then characterised via geometric and topological constraints.

It should be clear that the taxonomies provide two alter-
native views on features. As a consequence, they have some
classes in common although these do not share the same
intended semantic. Additionally, they both suffer from onto-
logical deficiencies when looked into details.

First, in both cases, it is not clear from the models what
features are with respect to a larger view on the engineering
domain. The classifications rely on users’ background

Table 2. Relationships in FPRO.

Relation Domain Range Example

HASFEATURE (FEATUREOF) PFEATURE MATERIALOBJECT, IMMATERIALOBJECT Gear gr has feature hole hl
HASCOMPONENT (COMPONENTOF) PFeature, PRODUCT PFEATURE, PRODUCT Counterbore hole ch has (feature) component hole hl1 and hl2
HASOUTCOME (OUTCOMEOF) PROCESS MATERIAL, OBJECT, QUALITY Process p has outcome product pr with feature hole hl
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knowledge for the interpretation of their classes. Hence, they
are both underspecified with respect to both engineering
knowledge and ontological modelling principles. For example,
it is not clear whether instances of ShapeFeature (see Figure 4)
and MachiningFeature (see Figure 5) are CAx modelling ele-
ments (I-features in our terminology), or features in physical
products (P-features). This is at the expenses of both human
understanding and machine reasoning.

Second, by looking at Figure 4, the taxonomy mixes shape
and operational information. Compare FreeFromSurfaceFeature
and DeformationFeature. Instances of the former class are purely
geometrically characterised, whereas instances of the latter are
characterised with respect to deformation processes that modify
the geometry of the product at stake. Also, the taxonomy covers
classes like Blind or Through as types of features, whereas – from
an ontological perspective – they refer in first instance to

features’ geometric properties. Note that these classes are dupli-
cated in the taxonomy whereas their representation as geo-
metric properties allows to avoid the duplication.

Third, looking at Figure 5, we saw that the proposed taxonomy
is meant to classify features according to manufacturing knowl-
edge, whereas – as a matter of fact – its classes are only geome-
trically and topologically characterised. MachiningFeature and its
subclasses are informally understood as features resulting from
machining operations. Their formal specification should hence
cover machining knowledge while this is not actually the case.

Figure 6 shows the (partial) refactoring and integration of the
taxonomies in Figures 4 and 5 under (a portion of) our ontology.
For the sake of the example we limit ourselves to the representa-
tion of physical features, whereas their corresponding informa-
tion features can be easily introduced. Looking at Figure 6, at the
general level, we reuse and extend the classes PFeature and

Figure 4. Shape feature taxonomy based on Gupta and Gurumoorthy (2013).

Figure 5. Machining feature taxonomy based on Zhang et al. (2017).
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ShapeQuality. The latter is specialised into Blind, Through,
Closed, and DoubleBlind (the latter two classes are not shown
in the UML taxonomy) in order to model shape attributes and
characterise instances of PFeature. This class is now specialised in
FormPFeature and ManufacturingPFeature.

A form P-feature is defined as a P-feature with a shape quality,
independently from its structure ormaterial properties. From this
perspective, FormPFeature stands for ShapeFeature in Figure 4.19

The class is then specialised to cover VoidFormPFeature and
MaterialFormPFeature, which can be easily defined in the FPRO
ontology, see (Def13) and (Def14), respectively.

Def13 Class : VOIDFORMPFEATURE
EquivalentTo:
FORMPFEATURE and VOIDFORMPFEATURE

Def14 Class: MATERIALFORMPFEATURE
EquivalentTo:
FORMPFEATURE and MATERIALPFEATURE

Classes like Hole, Slot, Protrusion, and Bend can be now
characterised with respect to material properties, whereas this
is done neither in (Zhang et al. 2017) nor (Gupta and
Gurumoorthy 2013). Accordingly, Hole and Slot, Protrusion and
Bend are classified under disjoint branches of the taxonomy (see
Figure 6). The cut-off distinction between shape qualities and
form P-features allows to represent classes like BlindHole or
ThroughSlot (not shown in Figure 6) in a clear manner and
without duplicating shape qualities. Also, our ontology provides
a formal manner to define CompoundHole, see (Def15), which
remains a primitive notion in (Zhang et al. 2017).

Def15 Class : COMPOUNDHOLE

EquivalentTo:
HOLE and COMPOUNDPFEATURE

To make sense of manufacturing knowledge, the class
ManufacturingFeature is defined as a P-feature that results from
a manufacturing process (a subclass of Creation Process in our

approach). The class is then extended into MachiningPFeature,
DeformationPFeature, and AdditivePFeature. These are defined
as physical features resulting from machining, deformation, and
(material) additive processes, respectively; see (Def16) for an
example of definition. Note that FormPFeature and
ManufacturingPFeature are not disjoint (nor they form a com-
plete specialisation of PFeature), hence we may have an instance
of, e.g. Bend that is both a MaterialFormPFeature and a
DeformationPFeature. In this manner we are able to cover the
intended semantics of Figure 4, where Bend is classified as a
deformation feature. However, differently from Gupta and
Gurumoorthy (2013), we now explicitly state the distinction
between features that are geometrically characterised and fea-
tures that satisfy operational constraints.

Def16 Class : DEFORMATIONPFEATURE
EquivalentTo:

PFEATURE
and (OUTPUTOF some DEFORMATIONPFEATURE)
and (OUTPUTOF only DEFORMATIONPFEATURE)

Finally, note that the classes VolumetricFeature and
FreeFormFeature present in Figure 4 are not included in our
taxonomy. If the semantics of the former is spelled out in pure
geometric terms as, e.g. in Sakurai and Chin (1994), it can be
introduced in our taxonomy as a subclass of FormPFeature
properly characterised with respect to shape qualities. The
latter class can be easily defined as a (either material or void)
form feature that is characterised by a free-form shape quality.

To summarise, we showed in this section how our (mod-
ular) ontology can be used to analyse, compare, restructure,
and (possibly) integrate existing features classifications. The
purpose is to increase the transparency and stability of classi-
fications, as well as to provide a unified framework of the
concepts at stake. Looking at Figure 6, FormPFeature and
ManufacturingPFeature can be now used to provide alterna-
tive yet well-integrated perspectives on features. The taxon-
omy can be enhanced with further feature classes at different

Figure 6. Integration of feature taxonomies.
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level of generality, e.g. FunctionalPFeature can be added to
model explicitly functional information. Also, shape qualities
can be characterised via topological and geometric con-
straints. However, given the limited expressivity of Semantic
Web languages and the formal complexity of logic-based
geometric modelling (Borgo and Masolo 2010), we prefer
avoiding a logical treatment of shapes. These can be handled
by the standard methods of computational geometry (Stroud
and Nagy 2011) used in tandem with ontologies for a qualita-
tive treatment of shapes and an explicit representation of non-
geometric information.

6. Discussion and conclusion

We discussed throughout the paper the ontological represen-
tation of product knowledge with an explicit focus on feature-
based product modelling. The overall purpose is to provide an
ontology for the transparent and machine-processable man-
agement of feature-based data.

In order to foster the applicability and reuse of our work,
we developed a modular architecture comprising two ontolo-
gies. The first one, LUPO is a (light-weight) upper-level ontol-
ogy whose design principles are based on existing reference
ontologies, as well as data modelling standards. It is indepen-
dent from specific application requirements, therefore it can
be extended and exploited for various tasks. The second one,
FPRO, is based on LUPO and is specifically targeted on the
representation of products and features. The latter two
notions are both specialised by taking into account material
and structural properties. Concerning products, we distin-
guished between single and assembled products, material
and immaterial products. Similarly, features can be either
material or void, elementary or compound. Additionally, in
both LUPO and FPRO we established a cut-off distinction
between information objects and their physical counterparts,
when they exist. This approach allows to distinguish in a
systematic manner between, e.g. CAx models and the corre-
sponding physical products (or features). Accordingly, features
can be either I-features or P-features. Also, we formalised (in
the expressivity of OWL) the distinction between the relations
of proper-part and component-of, which are useful to distin-
guish the parts of a product from its components.

To the best of our knowledge the characterisation of fea-
tures in terms of their material, composition, and dependency
conditions, as well as the formal treatment of the distinction
between I-features and P-features are novelties with respect to
the state of art about ontology-based feature modelling.
Differently from feature-based models like Tessier and Wang
(2013), Tang, Chen, and Ma (2013), Romero, Rosado, and
Bruscas (2015), Gupta and Gurumoorthy (2013), Usman et al.
(2013), Zhang et al. (2017), among others, our work has to be
understood as a foundational work aimed at making explicit
and formalising fundamental properties that characterise fea-
tures independently from their context of usage. For instance,
independently from the fact that a bump is perceived as a
functional or manufacturing feature, if it exists in the physical
world, then it is made of some material (possibly the same of
the product to which it relates), may result from the composi-
tion of other (material) features, and cannot exist if not

ultimately related to a non-feature (material) object. All these
properties are commonly assumed in the engineering litera-
ture, although they are not made explicit in current formal
models and ontologies.

It should be clear that FPRO is not meant to provide a
complete representation of the classes and relations needed
for feature-based modelling in specific scenarios. As said, it
rather provides general elements to be further extended. An
example is showed in Section 5 where different types of both
form and manufacturing features are introduced. Additionally,
in the same section we showed how LUPO and FPRO can be
used to analyse existing features classifications and integrate
them. An integrated treatment of multiple modelling perspec-
tives can facilitate the comparison of different information
systems and enable data sharing among them. Note that in
both Tessier and Wang (2013) and Tang, Chen, and Ma (2013),
the authors introduce general models to represent features
across applications in a similar manner. What they propose are
data models where a generic feature class is specified as the
aggregation of multiple attributes, mathematical parameters,
geometric, and topological constraints. They do not clarify
what features are with respect to an overall understanding
of the engineering domain. Also, the proposed models cannot
be used to analyse and compare the classifications presented
in Section 5 (see Figures 4 and 5), since they lack the con-
ceptual tools to make sense of basic ontological distinctions,
e.g. I-features vs. P-features, material features vs. void features,
or form features vs. manufacturing features. To be more pre-
cise, in the case of Tang, Chen, and Ma (2013), the authors
showed how their approach can be extended and applied to
various engineering domains (see, e.g. Uddin and Ma 2015;
Yusuf and Ma 2016). Despite this, the ontological properties of
feature classes are not made explicit. By looking at Uddin and
Ma (2015) and Yusuf and Ma (2016), it remains, e.g. unclear
whether (physical) features can exist by themselves, or
whether the features of a product p propagate to the larger
product of which p is component of. As we saw throughout
the paper, making explicit these assumptions is fundamental
to disambiguate the intended semantic of feature notions and
to allow machines to reason over knowledge and data.

From an application perspective FPRO – once extended
with specific task-driven elements – can be employed for
various purposes; some examples follow. First, it can be inte-
grated within a Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) software
suit to organise heterogeneous feature data coming from
different applications, e.g. Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and
Computer-Aided Process Planing (CAPP) systems, among
others. In this scenario the ontology acts as common frame-
work to integrate multiple data in the same repository. This is
particularly relevant in emerging paradigms and approaches
like Industry 4.0 (Smart Manufacturing) (Weichhart et al. 2016)
and Cloud Manufacturing (Lu, Morris, and Frechette 2016)
where various applications are required to share data and
knowledge in a seamless manner (see also Mourtzis and
Doukas 2012; Efthymiou et al. 2015). Second, if the data
models of each application in the PLM suit are aligned to
the ontology, there is a higher chance for the applications to
(semantically) interoperate, since the ontology provides the
common language among them. Third, the embedding of
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FPRO in an organisation’s information system can support
decision-making procedures. For example, a knowledge base
developed on the grounds of the ontology can be queried to
retrieve useful information and, hence, to take advantage from
the organisation’s experience stored in the knowledge base
(for a similar approach, see, e.g. Efthymiou et al. 2015). Fourth,
the reasoning capabilities of FPRO (see Appendix) can be
helpful to detect bottlenecks in engineering data. For instance,
specific rules can be set up to define the dimensions that
certain features have to satisfy if they are meant to carry
assembly functionalities. A reasoner can thus warn experts
when dimensional constraints are violated in the models.

In both LUPO and FPRO spatial information, e.g. geome-
try, cannot be expressed with the same expressivity of
quantitative approaches. For instance, we cannot represent
concentric void-holes or parallel surfaces. As said by the end
of Section 5, this is due to the use of computational logic
for knowledge representation and its emphasis on qualita-
tive, rather than precise, mathematical modelling. A way of
dealing with computational spatial modelling in combina-
tion with tractable ontologies may lead to the development
of a ‘hybrid’ modelling system combining symbolic methods
with geometric modelling techniques commonly used in
engineering (e.g. B-rep, mesh modelling, etc.). In this view
the ontology would allow for the qualitative representation
of the concepts at stake, while a set of geometric elements
would be used to enrich the instantiation of the ontology
with the required quantitative (geometrical, topological,
etc.) constraints. The development of such a hybrid system

requires however future work. Additionally, further work is
necessary to enhance the applicability of the ontologies to
the manufacturing domain, where features play a relevant
role to integrate multiple knowledge. From this perspective,
FPRO needs to be combined with an ontology for manufac-
turing processes and resources. This would allow to model
features in tight connection with the operations and
machines employed for their production.

Notes

1. The reader can refer to Sanfilippo and Borgo (2016) for an over-
view of the limitations of current ontologies and conceptual mod-
els for feature-based product modelling.

2. http://protege.stanford.edu/, last access March 2018.
3. Both ontologies are available at: http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/ontolo

gies/LupoLib.zip.
4. The relationship QUALITYOF corresponds to inherence in DOLCE

(Borgo and Masolo 2013). Also, the overall approach hereby
adopted to represent qualities is a simplified version of DOLCE’s
approach tuned to the expressivity of OWL.

5. Units are imported from Rijgersberg, van Assem, and Top (2013),
too.

6. We prefix formulas with f for examples.
7. See http://www.idef.com/, last access March 2018.
8. Along the same lines a class for immaterial products like softwares

is introduced in the ontology.
9. Single products are often called parts in the literature (Sanfilippo

et al. 2016). From Figure 2 note that ASSEMBLEDMATERIALPRODUCT and
SINGLEMATERIALPRODUCT exhaust the domain of material products
hereby considered. These classes are not disjoint since an assembled
product may be defined as the (ordered) aggregation of single
products.

10. Axiom (HASCOMPONENT min2 SINGLEMATERIALPRODUCT) in (Def5) guaran-
tees that the decomposition of assembled products always termi-
nates in single products.

11. The label technical product is borrowed from Borgo et al. (2014).
12. In the Industry Foundational Classes (IFC) standard features are

understood as ‘existence dependent elements’, see
IFCFEATUREELEMENT on http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/, last
access on March 2018.

13. The label void feature is taken from IFC (see IFCVOIDINGFEATURE). Void
features are also called negative or clear volumes across the litera-
ture (Sanfilippo and Borgo 2016).

14. The reader can refer to the specialisation of IFCVOIDINGFEATURE in IFC.
15. See Papakostas et al. (2014), Efthymiou et al. (2015), and

Rentzos et al. (2012), among others, for modelling approaches
using rules in connection with ontologies for the engineering
domain.

16. The terminology may vary; e.g. elementary features are also called
simple or atomic features (Bronsvoort and Jansen 1993; Nasr and
Kamrani 2007).

17. Note that, from a logical perspective, the SubClassOf axioms in
(Def12) should be better used to characterise the subclasses of
PFEATURE. We decide to include them at a more general level in
order to avoid their duplication across the ontology.

18. We select these classifications because they clearly show two
alternative, very common approaches for classifying features. The
considerations expressed on these models apply to other classifi-
cations as well, e.g. Poldermann and Horváth (1996) vs. van
Holland and Bronsvoort (2000).

19. Recall that both labels ‘form feature’ and ‘shape feature’ can be
used in an OWL ontology.

20. For the sake of the example, we assume that Figure 7 represents
physical objects. Their information objects counterparts can be
easily introduced.

21. The example is formally represented in the available OWL file of
the FPRO ontology.

Figure 7. Examples of physical products with P-features.

Figure 8. Example of physical block with material bump feature.
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Appendix: Representing and reasoning over pro-
ducts and features

The LUPO and FPRO ontologies presented throughout the paper are now
used to represent the products in Figure 7,20 and to reason over them. The
figure shows an assembled product, named p3 , which has p1 and p2 as
components. Additionally, p1 and p2 have void P-features f1 and f2 , respec-
tively. The composition of the last two features generates f3 , which is the
compound P-feature of p3 . For the sake of simplicity, we do not specify what
types of features f1 , f2 , and f3 are, e.g. whether they are form ormanufactur-
ing features; holes, slots, or pockets, etc. Also, we do not represent qualities
(e.g. shape, weight, dimensions, etc.), nor the compliance of the objects at
stake with corresponding design (information) objects. However, LUPO and
FPROprovide the axiomatic knowledge to easily introduce this information.21

From the formulas below (f7) – (f10), the explicit information stated
in the A-box of the ontology is that: (i) p1 and p2 are (different)
components of p3 , and they are both single material products; (ii) p1
and p2 have features f1 and f2 , respectively; (iii) f1 is a void P-feature;
(iv) f1 and f2 are both component of f3 . Note that we do not know
what type of feature f2 is, nor we have information about p3 and f3.

F7 Individual : p1
Types:
SINGLEMATERIALPRODUCT

Facts:
COMPONENTOF p3
HASFEATURE f1

DifferentFrom:
p2

(p1 is a single material product that is component of p3 , has feature
f1, and is different from p2)

f8 Individual : p2
Types:

SINGLEMATERIALPRODUCT
Facts:

COMPONENTOF p3
HASFEATURE f2

(p2 is a single material product that is component of p3 and has
feature f2)

f9 Individual : f1
Types:
VOIDPFEATURE

Facts:
COMPONENTOF f3

DifferentFrom:
f2

(f1 is a void p-feature that is component of f3 and is different from f2)

f10 Individual : f2
Facts:

COMPONENTOF f3
(f2 is component of f3)

By reasoning over the knowledge base, we automatically infer that:

(1) f1 is feature of p3. This is mainly inferred because of (R3), hence since f1
is feature of p1, which is component of p3, then f1 is feature of p3, too;

(2) f2 is feature of p3, given that it is feature of p2, which is component of p3
(R 3). Also, f2 is classified as an instance of VoidPFeature. This because
both f1 and f2 are declared as components of f3, and f1 is a void
P-feature. We know from axioms like (Ax 6), (Ax7), and (R1), among
others, that parthood (hence componenthood) is restricted between
either material or immaterial objects. Since f1 is a void P-feature (thus
an immaterial object) that is component of f3, the latter is a void
P-feature, too, thus all its (feature) components must be void P-features;

(3) f3 is classified as an instance of both VoidPFeature and
CompoundPFeature. We saw the explanation of the first inference
above; the second one is due to the fact that f3 has both f1 and f2
as (feature) components, see (Def 10) and (Def 11);
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(4) p3 is classified as an instance of AssembledMaterialProduct. Recall, indeed,
that only assembled products have components, see (Def 4) and (Def 5);

(5) p3 has (compound) feature f3. This is inferred mainly by (R 4), which
allows to aggregate features to products by reasoning over the rela-
tionships of featureOf and componentOf.

Note that despite both features f1 and f2 are represented as P-features of
products p1 and p2, respectively, the reasoner does not classify them as parts
of the products. Compare this situation with formulas (f 11) – (f 12) below
representing the single product p4 with material feature f4. The formulas
may be satisfied by a block with a bump, see Figure 8.

f11 Individual : p4
Types:

SINGLEMATERIALPRODUCT
Facts:

HASFEATURE f4
(p4 is a single material product with feature f4)

f12 Individual : f4
Types:
MATERIALPFEATURE

(f4 is a material p-feature)

By calling the reasoner, f4 is classified as (proper) part of p4. This is due
to (R 1), which establishes a correspondence between the relations
featureOf and properPartOf in the case of material features. Also, note
that, despite componentOf is subsumed by properPartOf, f4 is not classi-
fied as component of p4, since products can have only other products as
components. As said in Section 4, by distinguishing between properPartOf
and componentOf we can represent the parts of a product without
committing to its components.
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